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TheTransition
Being your Purpose

From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We welcome you at
this wonderful most glorious time as you continue your transition. What is
happening now dear ones is you are moving from one lifetime into the next
lifetime. And doing it in this lifetime in the human incarnation you have chosen in
this third dimensional realm. You are transitioning from the old and into the new.
You have opened the door and you have closed the door. And now walking on
the pathway into the unknown knowing who you are and your talents and gifts to
create the new, the new paradigms, the new life and the new world of
community, harmony and equality.
You are now making this transition as you are ascending into the beingness of
your purpose. You are now at the gateway at the intersection to connect with
your soul’s divine plan and your purpose in this lifetime. As you continue to move
through your personal process, cleaning and cleansing your inner workings, your
inner manifestations of the old you are deepening your sense of self. You are
deepening knowing who you are and honoring and valuing you. You are getting
to know you better. And now boldly walking on the pathway into the unknown
with your talents and gifts that express who you are. And en masse and in your
new groups beginning to bring the messages to the world.
In this transition period you are opening in the depth and breadth of your heart to
continue this part of your life to fully live your purpose. Do you know your
purpose? What is your purpose? What is transpiring in your life now as you look
outside of yourself at relationships? And as you look outside of you at your third
dimensional realm to see what fully resonates and what doesn’t, you now can
stand in community with all of it. And thusly release opposition to it.
It is now time to take stock in your life to see where you are and what is
transpiring. And see who you are and your talents and gifts and then fully
connect with your soul’s divine plan. Where are you still trying to control
everything outside of you so you will know that you are safe and secure to walk
on the pathway into the unknown? And do this so will you will know what is next,
who is next so you will be prepared for what you think might transpire. And
protect yourself against what is outside of you? Or do you know that you stand in
the power in the depth of your heart of who you are to now give of your talents

and gifts to the world? And as you look outside of you in the third dimensional
realm to see what and who no longer resonates based upon where you are
resonating now, you will no longer make contact with what and who does not
resonate for you. You may pass them by along the way and now in knowing
know what no longer resonates, you will simply nod in their direction and move
along. The reason for this is you have found the old relationships that no longer
resonate for you and have released them. And for some you are in the process of
continuing to release the old in your life. Yet now fully standing in the power of
yourself by being who you are and honoring and valuing you. In doing so you are
making the transition into being the Light Worker, the Way Shower for those who
are coming to you. As now you pass those on the pathway who are resonating
and vibrating as you. You can now begin forming your new soul family.
So Dear Ones We ask you, where are you in this process as you make this
transition from the old life into a new life? What remnants of the old life still exist
in your life now? What attachments to that old life still exists for you? Yet the key
word is remnant for you have moved along and released a good portion of the
old. However there are remnants of the old that still persists in your life. What are
the old habits, patterns and rituals that you still use to maintain and sustain your
attachments to the old so you will have semblance of an old reality that you
existed in? Note the term “existed”. Have you lived that life? Or are you now on
the path in full joyousness living the new life and creating the new world and the
new paradigms for lifetimes to come?
Releasing old relationships. Is it isolation and separation?
Releasing old relationships is releasing lending and expending energy to the old
that no longer serves your purpose. As you are now at the intersection ready to
open the gate to live your purpose can you see how the old may not serve that
purpose any longer? For example can you see the relationships that sustain the
old behavior where you give yourself away with the notion that if you do so you
then will be loved? Can you see the fear in you that if you fully state your needs
and set your boundaries you will not be loved? Nor will those needs and
boundaries be respected?
We ask you to focus your feelings on how you feel about your relationships.
Is it more important knowing how another feels and knowing that and how it plays
into the relationship or can you release that and focus on your feelings about it?
For example: I feel wonderful if the other feels wonderful. This is part of the
relationship yes, yet there is another part and that is feeling the way you feel and
feeling those feelings. What about your feelings about the relationship? Can you
see how making another’s feelings the barometer for how you feel can separate
you from your feelings?

If your purpose in life is to give from your heart without attachment, giving then to
another induces feelings within you. There are also feelings that surface within
regarding the entire experience of the relationship that are based upon you.
Another way to give yourself away and negate your needs and boundaries is to
say that if another is happy then I am happy even though I am having feelings
that are different or separate from that.
Supporting others to live their soul purpose and process
Release your attachments to them. By releasing your attachments and making it
about you allows others to live their process. In knowing that what transpires is
for the good of all will release you from the energetic attachments to others and
the narcissism of it as well.

The transition process is organically taking place. Step aside and allow the
transition from the old to the new to take care of it self. It is time to build within
yourself and stand now completely in the power of you. See through your
imagination and intuition what will transpire in completing this transition process
to the mount. See the enormity of it, know it yet not in a way that it will validate or
gratify you. See it for yourself and others. As you are intending to live and be who
you are in a world of community, harmony and equality know that as you move
through this transition process releasing the old and the old relationships and the
attachments to the old that no longer supports your purpose, it is time to move
within the depth of your heart to receive those who do resonate and vibrate as
you and have the same purpose. Begin to nurture these relationships. In doing
this you will be confronted with intimacy. It is an intimacy with those who do
resonate and vibrate with you and have a similar purpose. The only way you will
be able to form the new soul family is to now confront your issues of intimacy. So
We ask you begin to look at intimacy and what holds you in a place of avoiding it.

